
School’s out for summer! If that’s not 
true in your area, it will be within a week 
or so. Be prepared for the kids, teens, and 
parents to descend upon your library. 
Of course, we do hope they all check out 
a few books. I’m sure the video game 
collection will be well-perused. Keep it 
up-to-date with new releases. The June 
titles can be found here in our newsletter. 
Everything can be found on our website.
 
We are finally getting smart around our 
office. Instead of doing inventory in the 
heat of August, we have planned to do 
our counting in June. As a result, we 
may not be answering phones or emails 
in our usual speedy fashion. From June 
19 through June 29, we will be counting, 
organizing, and double checking our 
tallies. If you have a fiscal year end 
looming, do contact us during the first 
half of June so that we can ship your 
orders or send pro forma invoices.
 
In addition to our inventory schedule, 
we have begun our summer schedule. 
We will be working harder than usual 
Monday through Thursday, and spending 
Fridays with our families. Please take that 
into account if you need to get in touch.
 
Enjoy the sunshine!
                               
 

Molly Klise, President
Thomas Klise/Crimson Multimedia

AereA Collector’s 
Edition
© 2017 SoedeSco
AereA is a music themed action 
RPG in which the player explores 

Aezir, a floating island that has been broken into 
pieces. Players can take the POV of  Wolff the 
Harp-Archer, Jacques the Cello-Knight, Jules 
the Lute-Mage or Claude the Trumpet-Gunner. 
As students of Great Maestro Guido’s, it is their 
mission to find and return the nine primordial 
instruments to restore balance and peace in the 
world. Music, action and strategy come together 
beautifully in AereA. Rated E10.
P4-SO170601 PlayStation 4 $40
X1-SO170601 Xbox One $40

ARMS
© 2017 NiNteNdo
Choose a fighting champion from 
around the world, equip your own 
combination of extendable arms, and 
then use a mix of button presses and 

quick hand motions to really take the fight to 
your opponent. Throw punches and guide them 
mid-flight to hit agile fighters, avoid incoming 
attacks with dashes, or trampoline high into the 
air to rain down fists from above. Power-up your 
punches to deal extra damage or curve your fists 
around obstacles to hit skittish opponents. Fill 
up your special gauge to dish out devastating 
combinations and finish them off. Unleash your 
inner fighter in this unbelievable sporting event! 
Rated E10.
SW-ND170602 Switch  $60

Cars 3: Driven to Win
© 2017 WB GameS
Start your engines and gear up for 
an all-new action-packed adventure. 
Join Lightning McQueen and Cruz 

Ramirez as they prepare for a rematch against 
rival racer Jackson Storm. Master your driving 
skills for the ultimate world-class, competitive 
racing experience. Dive in and play with over 20 
customizable characters including the beloved 
Lightning McQueen, Jackson Storm, along with 
Cruz Ramirez and the next generation of racers. 
Cruise through over 20 tracks set in iconic 
locations from the film such as Radiator Springs 
and Florida International Speedway. Rated E10.
P3-WB170600 PlayStation 3 $50
P4-WB170600 PlayStation 4 $60
SW-WB170600 Switch  $60
WU-WB170600 Wii U  $50
X1-WB170600 Xbox One $60
X3-WB170600 Xbox 360  $50

Cave Story+
© 2017 NiNteNdo
Overflowing with unmatched 
charm and character, Cave Story+ 
takes you into a rare world where a 
curious race of innocent rabbit-like 

creatures, called Mimigas, run free. Run, jump, 
shoot, fly, and explore your way through a 
massive action-adventure reminiscent of classic 
8- and 16-bit games. Take control and learn the 
origins of this worlds power, stop the delusional 
villain and save the Mimiga! Rated E10.
SW-ND170603 Switch  $30

Crash Bandicoot N. 
Sane Trilogy 
© 2017 activiSioN
Your favorite marsupial, Crash 
Bandicoot, is back with a triple pack 

of fun! He is enhanced, entranced and ready-to-
dance with the N. Sane Trilogy game collection. 
Spin, jump, wump and repeat as you take on 
the epic challenges and adventures through the 
three games that started it all, Crash Bandicoot, 
Crash Bandicoot 2: Cortex Strikes Back and Crash 
Bandicoot: Warped. Relive all your favorite 
Crash moments in their fully-remastered HD 
graphical glory and get ready to put some 
UMPH in your WUMP! Rated E10.
P4-AC170605 PlayStation 4 $40

Danganronpa Another 
Episode: Ultra 
Despair Girls
© 2017 SeGa
Komaru Naegi, little sister to 

Makoto Naegi, has been imprisoned inside 
a mysterious apartment for over a year. She 
is rescued by Byakuya Togami of Future 
Foundation, but the rescue is derailed by a 
sudden attack of hundreds of Monokumas. 
Komaru soon discovers that the city has been 
taken over by a group of children calling 
themselves the Warriors of Hope. Their leader, 
Monaca, declares that the city will be the site 
of a “children’s paradise,” and to accomplish 
this, all the adults will be exterminated. Komaru 
teams up with Toko Fukawa to try to survive 
the rampaging Monokumas, escape the crafty 
Monokuma Kids, and uncover the secrets of the 
city. Rated M.
P4-SG170606 PlayStation 4 $30

Sign up to get this monthly 
newsletter via email! Go to: 
www.crimsoninc.com and click 
on “subscribe to our monthly 

e-newsletter.”



Ultra Street Fighter II: 
The Final Challengers
© 2017 capcom
Street Fighter II, the most iconic 
fighting game of all time, is back on 
the Nintendo Switch! The newest 

iteration of SFII in nearly 10 years, Ultra Street 
Fighter II features all of the classic characters, 
a host of new single player and multiplayer 
features, as well as two new fighters: Evil Ryu 
and Violent Ken! Rated T.
SW-CP170622 Switch  $40

Valkyria Revolution
© 2017 SeGa
The Valkyria, the embodiment of 
death, is returning to the battlefield 
in Valkyria Revolution, and players 

will have to do-and sacrifice-whatever is 
necessary to liberate their homeland. With an 
engaging story full of political intrigue, a battle 
system that mixes real-time combat and tactical 
strategy, a gorgeous visual style, and more, the 
game will immerse players into the frontlines 
of a desperate war. In the wake of a revolution, 
Jutland’s elite soldiers, the Vanargand, must 
band together to defeat the Ruzi Empire and 
stop death itself-the Valkyria. This grizzled 
anti-Valkyria squad is equipped with advanced 
mana weaponry and has the powerful ability 
to wield ragnite spells to combat this terrifying 
threat. Rated T.
P4-SG170623 PlayStation 4 $40
X1-SG170623 Xbox One $40

Victor Vran: Overkill 
Edition
© 2017 tHQ Nordic
Overkill Edition includes the fully 
updated and award-winning Action 

RPG Victor Vran, the expansive Fractured 
Worlds, and the legendary Motorhead: 
Through the Ages. Look your very best and 
reinforce your play style with a monumental 
arsenal of powerful weapons, game-changing 
outfits, wicked demon powers and fate-binding 
destiny cards. Redefine how you play at any 
moment, even in the heat of battle. Modify 
your demon slaying loadout as you dodge 
deadly attacks, leap from towering locations 
and take on hordes of hideous beasts and 
cunning boss monsters. Fedora or no fedora, 
you decide! Slaying demons doesn’t have to 
be a lonely affair. Form a pack and find even 
greater strength in numbers, to explore the 
story of the dark world. Rated M.
P4-TH170624 PlayStation 4 $40
X1-TH170624 Xbox One $40

Wipeout: Omega 
Collection
© 2107 SoNy
Gravity ends as the race begins! 
The Futuristic anti-gravity combat 

racer returns! Rip through the air at breakneck 
speeds in adrenalin fueled races that are won 
or lost in the blink of an eye. Fly to an all-new 
soundtrack featuring electronic delights from 
Swedish House Mafia, The Prodigy, The 
Shemical Brothers and DJ Kentaro. Race 26 
reversible circuits, 46 unique ships and 9 game 
modes. Rated E10.
P4-SO170625 PlayStation 4 $40

Dirt 4
© 2017 SQuare eNix
Dirt 4 challenges you to be fearless 
by capturing the thrill, emotion 
and passion of off-road racing. It 

recreates the heady mix of adrenalin and fear 
that comes from powering around a blind bend 
and the rush you feel going for a last ditch 
overtake when there’s not enough room on 
the final lap of a race. Off-road racing is about 
more than perfect cornering, it’s about heart-
pounding, split-section decision making where 
bravery brings reward. Rated T.
P4-SE170607 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-SE170607 Xbox One $60

Disgaea 5 Complete
© 2017 NiS america
As a new and terrible Overlord 
named Void Dark seeks to enslave 
the countless Netherworlds, one 
young demon has stood to end his 

reign - Killia. In Disgaea 5 Complete, players lead 
Killia and his tenacious army of rebels on their 
dark and dangerous path to vengeance. Filled 
with more over-the-top action and hilarious 
writing than ever before, Disgaea 5 Complete will 
keep you playing for days on end. Rated T.
SW-NI170608 Switch  $60

Elite Dangerous: The 
Legendary Edition
© 2017 Sold out
Take control of your own starship in 
a cutthroat galaxy. Elite Dangerous 

brings gaming’s original open world adventure 
into the modern generation with a connected 
galaxy, evolving narrative and the entirety of 
the Milky Way re-created at its full galactic 
proportions. The first expansion, Horizons, 
introduces players to planet surfaces and 
the first all-new Surface Recon Vehicle (SRV) 
the ‘Scarab’, enriching the Elite Dangerous 
experience with new activities and new ways to 
play. Rated T.
P4-SO170609 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-SO170609 Xbox One $50

Golf Club 2 
© 2017 maximum GameS
Golf Club 2 offers hundreds of hours 
of interactive golfing action, a 
robust online multiplayer mode, a 

course creator, enhanced swing mechanics, and 
superior visuals. Players will have the power 
to create their very own courses. Refined swing 
animations and new dynamic customization 
options create an unparalleled golfing 
experience. Advance your player by perfecting 
your performance, gaining entrance into -- or 
even building your own -- elite societies. Earn 
money by winning tournaments and compete 
against friends and other golfers in the huge, 
active Golf Club community. All new, in-depth, 
fully voiced-over tutorials take you through 
detailed golf lessons to teach you everything 
from driving to putting. It’s never been easier to 
pick up, play, and create! Rated E.
P4-MX170612 PlayStation 4 $40
X1-MX170612 Xbox One $40

Micro Machines World 
Series
© 2017 SQuare eNix
Micro Machines World Series is the 
only console game to combine 

the thrilling madness of racing micro vehicles 
with epic team battle strategies, set against 
the extraordinary interactive backdrops of 
the everyday home! In addition to classic 
game modes such as Race and Elimination, 
Micro Machines World Series introduces all new 
Battle Arenas which allow you to wreak mass 
destruction on a miniature scale against your 
friends or AI. Meanwhile, Team Play lets you 
work together using your vehicles’ unique skills 
in modes such as Capture the Flag and King of 
the Hill. Rated E10.
P4-SE170614 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-SE170614 Xbox One $30

Rogue Stormers
© 2017 SoedeSco
Delve deep into the oil rig city of 
Ravensdale. A medieval metropolis 
that went bonkers after the people 

discovered goop - a raw fluid that provided 
energy, skin cream, bread spread and powered 
diesel engines. And it turned the people of 
Ravensdale into raging, bloodthirsty monsters. 
Lucky for them they have you, leading a pack 
of lunatic knights on a killing spree to save the 
city. Rogue Stormers combines classic run ‘n’ 
gun gameplay with a modern art style, twin 
stick shooter configuration and all the good 
things rogue like has to offer. Did we mention 
that you can have up to three friends join you 
on your rampage in either online or couch co-op 
mode? Rated T.
P4-SO170616 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-SO170616 Xbox One $30

RPG Maker Fes
© 2017 NiS america
Ready to become a game 
developer? RPG Maker Fes makes 

it easy to develop any RPG you can imagine 
with no need for programming know-how. 
Simple, but powerful tools let you bring to life 
the amazing stories in your head. Customize 
the characters, stories, combat and more to 
become the next great developer. Then, share 
your creations and play others with the free 
RPG Maker Player. What story will you share? 
Rated E10.
3DS-NI170617 3DS  $40

Tekken 7
© 2017 BaNdai
Raise your fists and get ready for 
the ultimate battle on the next 
generation of home consoles. 

Powered by the Unreal Engine 4, the storied 
fighting franchise returns for another round in 
Tekken 7. With the faithful 3D battle system and 
gameplay intact, Tekken 7 takes the franchise 
to the next level with photo-realistic graphics 
and new and innovative features and fighting 
mechanics. Tekken 7 resurrects the attitude, 
competitiveness and showmanship rooted in 
its arcade DNA to provide the ultimate fighting 
game experience. Rated T.
P4-BA170619 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-BA170619 Xbox One $60


